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Production cross sections of natEr(d,x)171Er reactions on natural
erbium†

M. U. Khandaker∗1,∗2 and H. Haba∗2

The nuclear reaction cross-sections play a key role in
optimization of production parameters for radionuclide
of interest via the use of particle accelerators. In this
study, the production cross-sections of natEr(d,x)171Er
reaction has been measured by using stacked foil
activation technique combined with HPGe gamma-
ray spectrometry. 171Er (T1/2 = 7.516 h; Eγ =
308.291 keV, Iγ = 64%) finds remarkable applications
for the development and evaluation of pharmaceuti-
cal drug delivery systems via the well-known gamma
scintigraphic technique.1) The measured cross-sections
for 171Er also find great significance as a short-lived
parent for producing medically important long-lived
daughter 171Tm (T1/2 = 1.92 y) via the 170Er(d, p)
171Er → 171Tm process. Note that considering the
common drawbacks of (n, γ) production route, several
authors2) studied the production possibility of erbium
radionuclides via light-charged particles-induced reac-
tions on several targets. However, since a search of
literature shows that the status of deuteron-induced
reaction cross-sections on erbium is not satisfactory,
further study on such processes may find great signifi-
cance in various respect.

Under this circumstance, the production cross-
sections of natEr(d,x)171Er nuclear reaction has been
measured from threshold up to 23.06 MeV by using the
AVF cyclotron of the RIKEN RI Beam Factory, Wako,
Japan. Details on the irradiation technique, radioac-

Fig. 1. Excitation function of the natEr(d,x)171Er reaction.
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Fig. 2. Thick target integral yields (physical) for 163, 170Tm
and 171Er radionuclides.

tivity determination, and data evaluation procedures
are available in Ref. 3). Owing to the space limita-
tion of this report, we present only the natEr(d,x)171Er
cross sections and the deduced yield in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. Measured cross sections with an overall
uncertainty are listed in Ref. 3). The cross-sections
were normalized by using the natTi(d,x)48V monitor
cross sections recommended by IAEA. Measured data
were critically compared with the available literature
data, and an overall good agreement was found. How-
ever, only partial agreements were obtained with the
data extracted from the tendl-2017 library and em-
pire-3.2.2 code.

Realizing the applications of measured radionuclides
including natEr(d,x)171Er → 171Tm in medical and
other fields, it is hope that the measured data could
play an important role in enrichment of the cross
section database that are useful for applications in
the medical, industrial and accelerator technologies.
The large discrepancy for the 170Er(d, p)171Er (Ethr =
0.0 MeV) reaction between the model code and the
measurement is an important clue to modify the model
code.
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Measurement of production cross sections of 175Hf in the natLu(p,x) and
natLu(d,x) reactions
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The chemical characterization of superheavy elements
(SHEs) with atomic number ≤104 is one of the most im-
portant and challenging subjects in the field of nuclear
chemistry. Prior to chemistry experiments on SHEs, it
is important to find suitable chemical systems and ex-
perimental conditions using the no-carrier-added radio-
tracers of their lighter homologues. The long-lived Hf
isotope, 175Hf (T1/2 = 70 d), is useful for basic studies
on element 104, Rf. The 175Hf isotope can be produced
in proton- and deuteron-induced reactions on natLu. For
efficient and quantitative production of this isotope, ex-
citation functions are necessary to know. However, data
are available only for the natLu(p,x)175Hf reaction1) and
not for the natLu(d,x)175Hf. In this work, we measured
the excitation functions for these reactions at RIKEN
and the Institute for Nuclear Research (ATOMKI).

The excitation functions were measured using the
stacked foil technique. At RIKEN, a target stack
that consisted of 9 sets of a natLu foil (99% pu-
rity, 27.1 mg/cm2 thickness), a natTa foil (99.95%,
17.0 mg/cm2), and 2 natTi foils (≤99.6%, 4.4 mg/cm2)
was irradiated with a 14-MeV proton beam supplied from
the RIKEN AVF cyclotron. Another target stack that
consisted of 17 sets of a natLu foil (99%, 27.6 mg/cm2),
a natTa foil (99.95%, 17.1 mg/cm2), and a natTi foil
(≤99.6%, 4.4 mg/cm2) was irradiated with a 24-MeV
deuteron beam. At ATOMKI, a target stack that con-
sisted of 17 sets of a natLu foil (99%, 20.7 mg/cm2),
a natTa foil (99.95%, 17.0 mg/cm2), and 2 natTi foils
(≤99.6%, 5.4 mg/cm2) was irradiated with an 18-MeV
proton beam from the MGC-20E cyclotron. Another
target stack that consisted of 8 sets of a natLu foil (99%,
20.7 mg/cm2) and a natTi foil (≤99.6%, 4.4 mg/cm2)
was irradiated with a 10-MeV deuteron beam. The natTa
foils were used to determine the excitation functions for
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Fig. 1. Excitation function for the natLu(p,x)175Hf reaction.
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Fig. 2. Excitation function for the natLu(d,x)175Hf reaction.

the natTa(p,x) and natTa(d,x) reactions. The natTi foils
were used to confirm the beam energy and intensity
based on the monitor reactions of natTi(p,x)48V and
natTi(d,x)48V. All these target stacks were irradiated
with 170–220 nA beam currents for 2 h. After the ir-
radiation, each foil was subjected to γ-ray spectrometry
with Ge detectors.

The excitation functions were measured for the
natLu(p,x)173, 175Hf and natLu(d,x)173, 175Hf,
173, 174m, 174g, 176m, 177m, 177gLu reactions. Figures 1 and
2 show the excitation functions for the natLu(p,x)175Hf
and natLu(d,x)175Hf reactions, respectively. For both re-
actions, our data measured at RIKEN and ATOMKI are
consistent with each other. Data of the natLu(p,x)175Hf
reaction are also consistent with the data previously pub-
lished by Bennet et al.1) Theoretically predicted cross
sections for the natLu(p,x)175Hf reaction in the TENDL-
2019 library2) are lower than the experimental ones at
9–14 MeV. The peak energy of the excitation function in
the TENDL-2019 is approximately 1.5 MeV lower than
the experimental one. For the natLu(d,x)175Hf reac-
tion, TENDL-2019 slightly overestimates the cross sec-
tions at 10–14 MeV and above 15 MeV. The peak en-
ergy in TENDL-2019 is approximately 1 MeV lower than
the experimental one. Physical thick-target yields of
175Hf were deduced from the measured excitation func-
tions. The yield of 175Hf in the natLu(p,x)175Hf re-
action is 0.47 MBq/µA · h in the energy range of 4.2–
17.2 MeV, while that in the natLu(d,x)175Hf reaction is
2.0 MBq/µA · h in the range of 5.7–24.0 MeV. The yield
of the natLu(d,x)175Hf reaction is 4 times larger than
that of the natLu(p,x)175Hf reaction in the energy ranges
investigated in this work.
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